
The PTM of classes X & XIl for the academic session 2023-24 was held on 19 

Jan 2024 in the S M Auditorium at 0900 hrs. It was presided by Col ADS Jasrotia, 
Principal, Sainik School Chittorgarh. The following points were discussed: 
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Declaration of Class teachers showed the answer scripts of Pre-board I and Il 
Pre- board I examinations to the parents. They also interacted with Subject 
and I|| teachers and House Masters to learn about the academic 
examination progress and conduct of their ward in school, 

Mr.Onkar Singh, Senior Master welcomed all the parents on 
behalf of Sainik School Chittorgarh fraternity and highlighted the 
importance of PTM and the role of parents in the growth of their 
ward. He conveyed that 32 parents of Class X (27 parents) and 
Class XIl (5) parents have attended the PTM. 

Principal greeted the parents a very happy and gratifying new 
year and welcomed them to Sainik Shool Chittorgarh. He 
expressed his gratitude to the parents for coming to school to 
learn about their ward's progress and acquainted them with the 
measures adopted by the school to aid the cadets in preparation 
for the forthcoming board examination which are as follows: 

Classes during autumn vacation:- Cadets of classes X 
and XIl were called on 20 October, 2023 for extra 
classes to revise the topics covered and to complete the 
pending syllabus, if any. He also expressed that the 
number of cadets who reported timely to school was not 
encouraging and urged parents to cooperate with school 
for the progress of their ward. 

> Excuse from PT in the morning and games in the 
evening:- This has been done to give cadets ample time 
to prepare for their boards. 
Remedial classes:- These classes have been planned to 

give slow learners an opportunity to clarify their doubts, if 
any and improve their academic performance. 

Extra Classes:- These classes were taken by respective 
subject teachers a day or two prior to their subject paper 
SO as to aid cadets in preparation of their examination. 

> Access to Internet facility and reference books: 
Library was opened for class XIl for two hours to provide 
them a space to have an access to reference books and 
use computers with internet facility to prepare for their 
examination. 
Issue of Sample papers:- Each cadet was provided with 
sample papers of all subjects to aid him to prepare well 
for the upcoming examinations. 

Principal also encouraged parents to motivate their wards to 



4. Points 
by parents 

secure 90% and above marks and take initiatives to be updated 
with respect to their wards progress. He also apprised the 
parents ith the following points: 

> No cadets scoring less than 80% will be granted leave 
or outpass. 

> Cadets of class X and XIl will be sent home on the 
day of completion of board examination. 

C 

> In class XI, admissions will be purely based on merit 
and only two sections will be formed namely Section A 
consisting of 40 Cadets with Computer Science as an 
optional subject and Section B consisting of 40 
Cadets with Biology as an optional subject. As per 
merit, choices will be given to each cadet as directed 
by Sainik Schools Society. 

the PTM: 

Internet facility has been provided in each house 
along with a computer to enable cadets to prepare for 
their examinations and activities of the schools. He 
told parents to refrain from giving their wards mobile 
phones and if their ward still has a mobile in school, 
then the same must be submitted to respective House 
Master. 
The new website of the school has a feature wherein 

parents using their specific login will be able to check 
the results of examinations conducted of their ward. 
He requested the parents to not share their password 
with their ward. 
The result of each examination conducted, details of 
fees to be deposited or pending, date of reporting to 
school after declaration of board results, and other 
information regarding cadets will also be shared on 
House and Class Whatsapp groups. 

raised The following points were raised by parents and discussed in 

He also conveyed that information regarding all 
activities conducted in the school are shared on the 
website and all social media platforms. 

School No. 5858:- Cadet Vikash Tholiya- Class X 
Parent of the cadet expressed concern with respect tO no 
provision of hot water to drink for cadets in the house 
during winter season. 

Action talken:- Principal informed the parent that the 
school will ensure that hot water is provided to cadets 

after dinner from Cadets' Mess. He also conveyed that is 
in the process of procuring Stainless steel (lnsulated) 
water bottles for cadets. 

School No. 5903:- Cadet Pradhyuman Singh- Class X 
Parent suggested that the current Guest House should be 
made into a common room, one for ladies and one for 
gents so that parents don't have to wait outside for their 



wards in the cold. She also requested that washroom of 
the Canteen should be timely opened for use. She also 
conveyed that inspite of updating her current residential 
address, no letter of correspondence from school has 
been received by her. 

Action taken:- A parents shed will be made for the 
parents and the directions for the construction of the 
same have been given to PWD. A permission to construct 
a Parents Hall has also been granted by JS Finance of 
Rajasthan and construction of the same will also begin 
this year once the funds have been received. 
Mr CLBhandarkar, House Master of Luv House was 
directed to check from school office and ensure that the 
Correct residential address of the cadet is mentioned in 
the records of the cadet so that all letters of 
correspondence from school reach the parent timely. He 
also informed that common information with respect to 
cadets is shared on House and Class Whatsapp groups 
or on the school website and personal letters are sent via 

School No.5935:- CadetUddalok Mukherjee - Class -X 
Educational excursion for the batch of 2019 to be 
organized. 

Action taken:- Principal conveyed that cadets of classes 
VI to VIll and Class IX & XI have already been taken for 

educational tours and for classes X-XIl, educational tours 
were planned but due to their poor academic 
performance, it had been cancelled to give these cadets 
more time to study for their forthcoming examinations. 
However, he conveyed that educational excursion for this 
batch will be planned in class Xl to NDA or to places in 
the southern part of India. 

Pous 
Vice Prinefpal 
Sainik School Chittorgarh 
Rajasthan 312021 

post. 
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